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Abstract—Real-time monitoring of traffic density, road con-
gestion, public transportation, and parking availability are key
to realizing the vision of a smarter city and, with the advent
of vehicular networking technologies such as IEEE 802.11p and
WAVE, this information can now be gathered directly from the
vehicles in an urban area. To act as a backbone to the network of
moving vehicles, collecting, aggregating, and disseminating their
information, the use of parked cars has been proposed as an
alternative to costly deployments of fixed Roadside Units.
In this paper, we introduce novel mechanisms for parking
vehicles to self-organize and form efficient vehicular support
networks that provide widespread coverage to a city. These
mechanisms are innovative in their ability to keep the network of
parked cars under continuous optimization, in their multi-criteria
decision process that can be focused on key network performance
metrics, and in their ability to manage the battery usage of each
car, rotating roadside unit roles between vehicles as required. We
also present the first comprehensive study of the performance of
such an approach, via realistic modeling of mobility, parking,
and communication, thorough simulations, and an experimental
verification of concepts that are key to self-organization. Our
analysis brings strong evidence that parked cars can serve as an
alternative to fixed roadside units, and organize to form networks
that can support smarter transportation and mobility.
I. INTRODUCTION
AS the world population continues to shift from rural tourban areas, smarter transportation becomes an increas-
ingly necessary part of urban development. With urbanization
comes a greater need for mobility, both in the form of personal
vehicles and of public transportation, and consequently a
demand for better transit and parking information. A greater
awareness of available transportation resources is therefore a
key element of a Smart City.
The advent of vehicular networking, through the IEEE
802.11p and WAVE standards, allows individual vehicles to
communicate and report their activity, which enables the direct
monitoring of transportation resources. Traffic density and
road congestion can be measured in real-time [1], [2], [3],
parking space availability estimated from cars that arrive and
depart [4], [5], and the location of buses and other public trans-
port can be tracked directly and efficiently [6]. The envisioned
traffic efficiency applications assume one such infrastructure
deployment in the form of Roadside Units (RSUs), but the
prohibitive costs associated with RSU hardware, installation,
and maintenance have severely limited their adoption [7], [8].
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Vehicles that park in urban areas can be leveraged to take
on the roles of fixed roadside units, positioning themselves
as an effective alternative to costly deployments of network
infrastructure. Research shows that parked cars equipped with
802.11p technology are able to self-organize and create a
vehicular support network in an urban area, replacing or
augmenting existing roadside units [9], [10]. Such a vehicular
support network, created from parked cars, is able to serve an
important role in achieving the vision of a Smarter City: the
ubiquity of parked cars in the urban area allows them to form
widespread mesh networks, while their On-Board Unit (OBU)
hardware lets them be aware of nearby vehicle activity and
monitor the city’s transportation resources.
This paper introduces a new approach for parked car self-
organization. This approach advances existing techniques in
several ways: the proposed mechanisms optimize networks of
parked cars beyond their initial grouping, which leads to a
more efficient selection of cars to act as RSUs; a multi-criteria
decision making process acts directly on key metrics of signal
strength, RSU saturation, and network coverage, allowing for
a precise control of the resulting support network; and car
battery usage is factored into the decision process, with RSU
roles being rotated among parked cars, ensuring a controlled
use of each vehicle’s battery resources.
The work presented in this paper also includes the first
comprehensive evaluation of the concept of leveraging parked
cars as effective roadside unit replacements. Thorough sim-
ulation studies analyze how parked cars initially organize to
form new networks, and how those networks behave in their
steady-state. We shed light on the number of parked cars that
need to be recruited to provide urban coverage in various
scenarios, and analyze the quality and strength of the resulting
networks in detail. Upper and lower bounds are established
for the balance between better coverage strength and fewer
roadside units, providing a unique frame of reference to judge
the performance of self-organizing approaches, and various
iterations on the design of the newly introduced decision
processes are all seen to operate near the most optimal bounds.
We bring in detailed, realistic models of the distribution of
parking events and their respective duration [11], and validate
the proposed mechanisms against them. Finally, this work
presents the first empirical study of the process through which
vehicles learn their own coverage map by overhearing beacons
from other moving cars, an essential element to the self-
organization process, and prove its validity. With this, we
provide strong confirmation that self-organizing approaches
are suitable for the creation of vehicular support networks
from parked cars, and provide both an efficient set of new
decision algorithms to do so and a comprehensive simulation
platform to evaluate their performance on.
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2This work’s main contributions can be summarized as
follows:
• A new approach for better parked car self-organization
is introduced. Instead of relying on individual decisions,
we give newly parked cars the role of decision makers,
allowing them to reconfigure RSUs in their vicinity. This
ensures a continued optimization of the resulting network.
• A multi-criteria decision making solution is formulated
for the problem of assigning RSU roles to available cars.
• A system to limit the battery power draw on each car
is developed, allowing RSU roles to be rotated between
available vehicles as a part of each decision step.
• An extensive study is provided for the performance of
a self-organized approach for parked cars. We show, for
the first time:
– how networks of parked cars come together;
– the quality of the support network that is created;
– what the best balance between the number of re-
cruited cars and the quality of the network is;
– the sensitivity to the frequency of parking events, and
to the radio range of the vehicles’ hardware;
– the performance of the network under realistic park-
ing behaviors drawn from empirical data.
• An experimental study is shown for the process that
cars employ to learn their own map of coverage, and
its resilience is demonstrated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives an overview of the main concepts behind vehicular
support networks that consist of parked cars, and describes
our new approach for self-organization based on local de-
cision makers. Section III presents a thorough evaluation of
the proposed decision mechanisms, their efficiency, and their
performance in realistic scenarios. An empirical study on the
learning process that newly parked cars use to determine their
coverage is shown in Section IV. Related work is presented
in Section V, and finally, concluding remarks are given in
Section VI.
II. IMPROVING DECISIONS FOR SELF-ORGANIZED
NETWORKS OF PARKED CARS
Groups of parked cars that self-organize can become road-
side units in a standalone mode, forming a mesh network with
point-to-point links between them, or as relays to existing
fixed RSUs, extending their coverage range. These modes can
also coexist, as is shown in Figure 1. The masses of parked
cars must then work towards self-organization while meeting a
number of goals: providing widespread coverage to the urban
area; selecting, from large pools of parked vehicles, which
should take on RSU roles; and managing the battery power
drain on those cars where the On-Board Unit is kept active.
The work in [10] introduced a number of novel concepts
that facilitate this self-organization between cars. Specifically,
it proposed a cellular division of the urban area, aligning cell
boundaries to GPS coordinates (with a 1 GPS second interval).
With this cell division as a common reference, parked cars can
then be instructed to listen to Cooperative Awareness Messages
(CAMs) from neighboring vehicles, and to build their own
Figure 1. Parked cars can act as relays for existing roadside units, and also
form mesh networks to extend the area covered by the vehicular support
network.
coverage maps from these beaconing messages, marking cells
where beacons were received from with the signal strength of
those messages. The exchange of coverage maps between cars
allows decision processes to know the utility of each car to
the network, and optimize using that information.
The mechanisms presented in the following section make
use of these core concepts. We advance existing work by in-
troducing a completely new approach for the decision process,
one where newly parked cars are given the authority to make
decisions for their neighbors, assigning and revoking RSU
roles to other neighbor RSUs to optimize the local network.
Additionally, we formulate the decision problem as a Multiple-
Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) problem that explicitly
evaluates key metrics of the resulting network of parked cars,
and factors battery usage data from active RSUs into each
decision.
A. Local Decision Maker
As a new vehicle parks, it first constructs its own coverage
map by listening to beacons being sent from moving cars,
and gathers the coverage maps of its neighboring RSUs [9].
Then, it creates a list of candidate roadside unit entities in
its 1-hop neighborhood, consisting of itself and other active
parked cars. From this pool, the decision maker lists the
possible combinations obtained from assigning or revoking
RSU roles to the entities in the pool, and assigns a score to
each combination. We name a combination of active/inactive
entities a Coverage Solution, and designate it by Sk (where k
is the index of the coverage solution).
Once all coverage solutions are ranked, the one with the
highest score is applied to the network. To do this, the
newly parked car, acting as a authoritative decision maker,
sends specially crafted messages reassigning RSU roles in its
vicinity. Through this approach, the network of RSUs sees a
local optimization every time a new vehicle parks.
3B. Ranking Coverage Solutions
A self-organizing approach for parked cars has a number
of core goals: the network of cars should aim to provide
widespread coverage to the urban area in all of its locations,
whenever possible, and to supply that coverage with strong
signal, so that moving nodes can connect to the RSU network
reliably and with high data rates. It must also aim to minimize
the number of parked cars that take on RSU roles, and the time
those vehicles spend active as RSUs, drawing power from their
respective batteries.
Because the network is intended to be self-organized, there
is an implicit assumption that a central controller is not
available, and so decisions must be taken by the parked
vehicles themselves, communicating only between them as
needed. Poor decisions may lead to either (a), more parked
cars being assigned RSU roles than necessary, creating a more
crowded network and wasting battery energy, or (b), an RSU
network that is suboptimal in signal strength, area of coverage,
or both.
To score a coverage solution, we resort to dimensionless
analysis: a Weighted Product Model (WPM), where the utility
of each solution is determined by multiplying a series of
attributes, each of which is raised to the power of a coeffi-
cient that represents its weight to the solution’s score. This
approach eliminates any units of measure, which is ideal to
our multi-dimensional decision-making problem. The score of
a coverage solution Sk is, then, a product of attributes aj,k,
each weighted by a coefficient wj :
score (Sk) =
n∏
j=1
(aj,k)
wj (1)
Our scoring function integrates the following four attributes:
• Signal Strength (asig, wsig): An average of the best signal
strength available at each cell. It is the main attribute that
pushes towards a city-wide network with strong coverage.
• RSU Saturation (asat, wsat): The counterweight to signal
strength, roadside unit saturation represents the number
of RSUs that provide coverage to a cell. Higher average
signal strength in the city demands higher RSU saturation
and, therefore, a larger number of RSUs.
• Area of Coverage (acov, wcov): The span of the coverage
being provided by the RSU network. A strong signal
strength does not imply widespread coverage, as it only
considers cells where coverage is provided. This attribute
can favor solutions with wider coverage.
• Energy Usage (abat, wbat): A measure of how much
energy active RSUs in a coverage solution have expended,
and how close they are to a maximum threshold. This
attribute pushes towards coverage solutions that remove
aging RSUs from the network, keeping the battery uti-
lization of active parked cars under control.
Each of these attributes is calculated on the expected
outcome of a coverage solution, i.e., on the RSU network
that would theoretically result if the coverage solution were
applied, assigning and revoking RSU roles.
C. Constraining the Search Space
For a decision maker to score all coverage solutions that
may be possible in its neighborhood, it needs to search a space
of 2N possible combinations, with N being the number of
neighbors plus the decision maker itself. For denser networks
of RSUs, the number of coverage solutions in the search space
can become too unwieldy and computationally expensive.
We adopt a more restrained approach, by restricting the
search space to coverage solutions that do not revoke more
than two RSU roles in the decision maker’s neighborhood.
Because the self-organized RSU network is grown incremen-
tally as each new car parks, RSUs seen by a decision maker are
the result of earlier, equally-optimized decisions, so coverage
solutions that revoke higher numbers of roles are unlikely to
lead to high decision scores, and it is therefore safe to exclude
them from the search space.
Under these constrains, valid coverage solutions will belong
to one of three possible categories:
1) No entities are disabled: the candidate parked car
becomes an RSU, and all neighboring RSUs remain
active. A single such solution exists (nCn = 1), which
we denote as S0. It increases the number of RSUs in
the city by one.
2) One entity is disabled: either the newly parked car or
a neighboring RSU. nCn−1 such solutions exist, and
they do not change the number of RSUs in the city.
The solution that only disables the newly parked car is
a ‘no-action’ solution, leaving the network unchanged.
We denote this specific case as SNA.
3) Two entities are disabled: the parked car takes on an
RSU role and replaces two existing RSUs; or, both the
parked car and a neighbor RSU are disabled. nCn−2
such solutions exist, and they decrease the number of
RSUs in the city by one.
With this approach, a decision maker with, e.g., 8 neighbors
has to evaluate only 37 solutions of the 256 that were possible.
D. Attribute Models
We now show how to quantify each of the four attributes
that are part of the scoring function. Our aim here has been
to keep these models as straightforward as possible, so that
our subsequent analysis can show, with clarity, what each
attribute contributes towards the resulting network of parked
cars. An algorithm to calculate all attributes and produce a
final decision score is shown afterwards, in Section II-E.
1) Signal Strength: Our signal strength attribute is the
average signal strength that is expected of a given coverage
solution. From the received coverage maps and the vehicle’s
coverage map, the signal strength of each cell in the resulting
solution is taken and averaged.
In this work we use a 1-5 classification that corresponds
linearly to a Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). Be-
cause the decision algorithm is dimensionless, RSSI may also
be used directly. Other metrics such as signal power (e.g., in
dBm) or network bandwidth (e.g., in Mbps), should be equally
practicable, but are not evaluated here. For accuracy, only the
cells that the decision maker can cover should be considered,
4since the vehicle acting as decision maker does not have a
complete view of the network beyond these cells.
2) RSU Saturation: The RSU saturation attribute reflects
the overlap in coverage between active roadside units. For a
given cell in a coverage solution, its saturation value equals
the number of RSUs that can cover the cell (i.e., the number
of RSUs that a vehicle located on the cell will see). This
metric reflects the number of RSUs in the area, and also their
arrangement: a poor RSU role assignment where RSUs are
stacked too close sees more cells with higher saturation (more
overlap between the RSUs’ coverages), while a more efficient
distribution gives a more widespread coverage and more cells
with lower saturation.
Saturation is also a measure of redundancy in the RSU net-
work, which may be desirable from an availability standpoint:
when cells are covered by more than a single RSU (saturation
greater than 2), if a car with the RSU role is removed from
the network, continued access to the network can be ensured
by other RSUs.
As with the signal strength attribute, our saturation attribute
is the average of the roadside unit saturation seen at each
cell of a coverage solution. Average saturation can range
from [1,∞[, but in practice, an efficient algorithm will keep
mean saturation in a range of [1.44,≈ 5] (see Sections III-A
and III-D).
3) Area of Coverage: The signal strength and RSU sat-
uration attributes, on their own, do not ensure a widespread
coverage by the network of parked cars, which is also a desired
trait for this network. Consider that, once a base network
is established, new coverage will be available primarily at
the fringes of the covered area, where the signal is weaker,
therefore pushing average signal strength down and penalizing
coverage solutions that expand the network’s reach. To make
sure that local decisions push towards widespread coverage,
we include an attribute that quantifies the area of service
provided by each coverage solution.
To compute this attribute, the algorithm begins by counting
the number of covered cells in the S0 coverage solution, which
we defined earlier as the solution that disables no RSUs and,
therefore, has the widest possible coverage area (since all other
coverage solutions involve disabling at least one entity). The
coverage attribute acov is then defined as the ratio between
a solution’s number of covered cells and the widest possible
coverage in that decision step (belonging to S0):
cvg(Sn) := ‘number of cells with service in Sn’
acov(Sn) = cvg(Sn)
cvg(S0) (2)
Unlike asig and asat, the area of coverage attribute must
include all cells covered by the decision maker and its neigh-
boring RSUs. This ensures that new coverage at the edges of
the existing network is correctly scored.
4) Battery Usage: To compute the battery usage attribute
abat, the car acting as the decision maker must first query its
neighbor RSUs for an indicator of their energy expenditure.
This request can be sent together with the request for coverage
maps that the decision process requires. Vehicles can have
different battery capacities, which are in turn affected by
the age of the battery, so the indicator is best calculated
individually by each vehicle, and not by the decision maker.
In this work, we use a straightforward model where each
vehicle has pre-specified standard (τm) and maximum (τM )
times of activity. The indicator decreases linearly once τm
is exceeded, and the parked car relinquishes its RSU role
forcefully at τM :
τn,i := ‘active time of entity ξn,i’
bat(ξn,i) =
{
1 τn,i < τm
1− τn,i−τmτM−τm otherwise
(3)
This design keeps battery concerns invisible to the decision
process, at first, and then allows for RSU roles to be reassigned
by decision makers before a hard limit on a vehicle’s battery
resources is reached. The resulting battery attribute of a
coverage solution is the averaging of all the neighboring
roadside units’ battery indicators:
ξn := ‘set of entities in solution Sn’
|ξn| := cardinality of ξn
ξn,i := ‘active entity i in solution Sn’
abat(Sn) =
∑
i∈ξn bat(ξn,i)
|ξn| (4)
Coverage solutions that are able to revoke longer-standing
RSU roles without affecting the network (e.g., by handing over
an older RSU role to a new vehicle in a similar location) will
see higher decision scores. We analyze this attribute in detail
in Section III-C.
E. Scoring Algorithm
Pseudocode to score a coverage solution via the Weighted
Product Model shown in Section II-B is given here. Algo-
rithm 1, ScoreCoverageSolution, computes the attributes aj,k
and weighs them according to their respective weights wj , pro-
ducing the final scoring metric, score (Sk). These algorithms
make use of the decision maker’s coverage map (SCM0), and
the coverage maps from its 1-hop and 2-hop neighborhood
(N1,N2). All notation is summarized in Table I.
Table I
NOTATION REFERENCE
Definition Notation
Matrix indices (row, col.) i, j
Geographic indices (lat., lon.) x, y
Self-observed coverage map [SCM] = (scmij)
Decision maker’s own SCM SCM0
2-hop neighbor SCMs N2 = {SCM1, SCM2, . . .}
Local map of coverage [LMC] = (lmcij)
Local map of saturation [LMS] = (lmsij)
Coverage solution Sk
Number of covered cells in Sk covSk
SCMs of RSUs in Sk [SCMSk ] = {SCMk1 , SCMk2 , . . .}
Battery indicators of RSUs in Sk [BATSk ] = (batkn)
5Algorithm 1: ScoreCoverageSolution
Data: SCM0, [SCMSk ], [BATSk ], N2, covS0 , wsig, wsat,
wcov, wbat
Result: score (Sk)
1 . lmcxy (in an LMC) and lmsxy (in an LMS) are
initialized to 0
2 asig ← asat ← acov ← abat ← 0
3 // create signal and saturation maps
4 foreach SCMn{SCMSk ,N2} do
5 foreach scmn[xy] ∈ SCMn do
6 if scmn[xy] > lmcxy then lmcxy ← scmn[xy]
7 if scmn[xy] > 0 then lmsxy ← lmsxy + 1
8 end
9 end
10 // average signal strength to get asig
11 foreach lmcxy ∈ LMC do
12 if lmcxy > 0 and scmxy ∈ SCM0 > 0 then
13 asig ← asig + lmcxy
14 end
15 end
16 asig ← asig / covSCM0
17 // average RSU saturation to get asat
18 foreach lmsxy ∈ LMS do
19 if lmsxy > 0 and scmxy ∈ SCM0 > 0 then
20 asat ← asat + lmsxy
21 end
22 end
23 asat ← asat / covSCM0
24 // compute acov
25 acov ← covSk / covS0
26 // compute abat
27 foreach batkn ∈ BATSk do
28 abat ← abat + batkn
29 end
30 abat ← abat / |Sk|
31 // produce a decision score
32 score (Sk)← asigwsig · asatwsat · acovwcov · abatwbat
III. EVALUATION OF SELF-ORGANIZED NETWORKS OF
PARKED CARS
We now analyze the performance of the decision process
shown in Section II. To do so, we run simulations on a
1 km2 area in the city of Porto, on a custom-designed platform
that simulates realistic vehicle mobility [12], and features real
obstruction masks [13], road topologies [14], and a communi-
cation model that follows empirical signal measurements taken
in Porto [15]. The custom platform and all of its associated
data have been made available in [16], as part of this research.
The study we present in this section begins by evaluating
separate attributes of the decision process in controlled sce-
narios, to see how each attribute contributes to the resulting
RSU network. Then, we create randomized RSU networks
and determine best and worst bounds for the self-organized
processes, and see how our decision algorithms fare against
these theoretical limits. We then look into the decisions’
sensitivity to the number of cars on the road and the OBU radio
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Figure 2. Parked cars with active RSU roles (top) and percentage of the
urban area where RSU service is made available (bottom), through the course
of 2-hour simulations, as the weight controlling the RSU saturation attribute
is varied. Data sampled in 1-second intervals.
range, and conclude with day-long simulations that integrate
realistic models of parking activity and duration.
A. Balancing Roadside Unit Saturation
Signal strength and roadside unit saturation are the two core
attributes of our decision process, as they balance one another:
stronger mean signal can be reached by assigning new RSU
roles in underserved areas, which in turn increases the RSU
saturation in the network.
We begin our study by looking at a decision process with the
asig and asat attributes alone. We ran sets of 2-hour simulations
where the 1 km2 urban area saw an average of 55 moving
vehicles in circulation, entering the city at a rate of 0.5 vehicles
per second. The weight of the signal strength, wsig, remained
constant at 1.0, while the weight of the saturation attribute,
wsat, was adjusted.
The evolution of the number of active RSUs and the percent-
age of the city covered by those RSUs is plotted in Figure 2,
with samples taken in 1-second intervals. Beginning with a
network devoid of RSUs, the transient state of the network
lasted for approximately 1060 seconds (≈17 min.) from the
moment the first vehicle parked until the city’s coverage area
stabilized. Both figures show that the network of parked cars
enters a steady state, and these decision mechanisms keep the
network stable in terms of RSUs and coverage. The same
behavior was seen in the mean signal strength and mean RSU
saturation (not shown).
We present a steady state analysis of the network in Table II,
as the weight wsat that controls the RSU saturation attribute is
increased. Both attributes behave as expected: higher weights
on wsat push towards fewer active RSUs and, consequently,
a lower mean signal strength (as the signal strength attribute,
6asig, is de-prioritized in favor of asat). The metrics’ standard
deviations become tighter depending on which attribute is
leading the decision process, which is desirable.
We continued to push wsat beyond 0.4, but no meaningful
changes were observed in the network. The best (lowest)
RSU saturation that was observed was of 1.4 RSUs per
cell. This self-organized process is unable to push for lower
saturation levels (ideally, towards the minimum of 1.0, a single
RSU per cell), for the understandable reason that it requires
communication between RSUs in order to function. For a pair
of RSUs to communicate with one another, their coverages
must necessarily overlap – therefore, RSU saturation in that
overlap must exceed 1.0.
Increasing wsat pushes the saturation of the network down,
decreasing the number of RSUs, while also increasing the
efficiency in terms of urban area covered per RSU. The
1 km2 urban area in Porto where we run our simulations
has 650 usable cells (i.e., where vehicles can move through),
which corresponds to a 468 000 m2 (0.47 km2) area that the
parked cars can provide coverage to. At the lowest wsat, the
average area covered per RSU was of 5 600 m2, while at the
highest wsat, each RSU was able to cover 7 200 m2, a 28%
increase. We observed a strong inverse correlation between
RSU saturation and urban area covered per RSU (at a linear
correlation coefficient of −0.995).
B. Expanding Network Coverage
The previous analysis showed that restricting the number of
RSUs in the city causes the undesired side effect of reducing
the citywide coverage that the RSU network is able to provide.
While this is expected (coverage and RSU count are inherently
linked), a scoring algorithm must be able to optimize the
network towards providing a more widespread coverage, as
well. We now see how the inclusion of a coverage attribute
into the decision process helps achieve this goal.
We repeated the 2-hour simulation sets, fixing wsat = 0.2 to
serve as a baseline from the previous analysis, while increasing
the weight wcov of the coverage attribute. Figure 3 shows how
the percentage of the city that is covered evolves throughout
the simulation, for the different attribute weights. The data
Table II
NETWORK STEADY STATE VARYING A SATURATION ATTRIBUTE
wsat
Signal Distribution
2 3 4 5
City
Cov.
Signal
Str.
RSU
Sat.
Active
RSUs
0.05 94% 4.51
±0.86
2.62
±1.11
79
0.10 92% 4.38
±0.93
2.21
±0.95
69
0.20 83% 4.05
±1.07
1.64
±0.72
55
0.30 77% 3.90
±1.12
1.48
±0.65
50
0.40 75% 3.86
±1.13
1.45
±0.63
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Figure 3. Percentage of the urban area covered by the self-organized RSU
network, through the course of 2-hour simulations, as the weight controlling
the coverage attribute is varied. Data sampled in 1-second intervals.
show that the coverage attribute pushes the RSU network’s
total coverage to high levels, and improves the stability of that
coverage. The duration of the transient state does not appear
to change through different attribute sets, as well.
We provide an analysis of the network’s steady state in
Table III. The data show that higher wcov values lead to a
more widespread coverage of the network with fewer RSUs
than in our initial analysis. To push towards better coverage,
the decision process does recruit additional RSUs, increasing
both signal strength and RSU saturation as a result. However,
it does so at a more optimal distribution of RSUs (more area
covered per RSU) than before. To illustrate this fact, Table IV
compares two parameter sets that recruit similar numbers of
RSUs and achieve similar mean signal strength in the city,
the first set with asig and asat attributes only, and the second
with the acov attribute included in the scoring algorithm. This
comparison shows that the inclusion of acov increased citywide
coverage by 5% and reduced RSU saturation by 8%, at no
increase to the number of active RSUs or cost to the mean
signal strength that is being provided.
With this analysis, we showed that a coverage attribute
improves the self-organization of the parked cars, ensuring not
only a higher citywide coverage but also a better distribution of
RSU roles, with lower RSU saturation and higher area covered
per RSU.
C. Managing Battery Utilization
The fourth and final attribute of our decision scoring algo-
rithm concerns the time a parked car spends with its DSRC
electronics activated, performing RSU roles, and drawing
power from the car’s battery. A vehicle’s battery, when its
engine is off, is a finite resource that must be managed
correctly. Not only must the car’s energy budget be shared
with electrical systems that are active when the car parks (e.g.,
alarm systems, and keyless entry systems), but failing to do
so has the serious consequence of leaving the driver stranded,
should the battery be too drained for engine re-ignition.
By including the battery utilization of active RSUs in the
scoring algorithm, we aim to drive the decision makers towards
coverage solutions that replace aging RSUs with newly parked
cars, while at the same time attempting to preserve the existing
structure of the RSU network.
7To study the efficacy of this attribute, we begin by setting
a hard threshold of 1 hour on the maximum time a parked
vehicle can hold RSU roles for. Active parked cars that
exceed this threshold are forcefully removed from the RSU
network. We then set the τ parameters in Equation (3) to begin
penalizing RSUs once their active time exceeds 30 minutes
(τm = 1800, τM = 3600). With this configuration, RSU
battery life does not factor into the decision process until
30 minutes of activity have elapsed, allowing for decisions to
focus exclusively on the quality of the network as long while
the parked cars’ activity times are within expected values.
Empirical data provided in [10] showed that an OBU operating
for ≈6.5 hours consumes approximately 4.2% of a typical car
battery. We opt for a more conservative limit in this evaluation:
30 minutes to 1 hour with an active OBU would result in a
battery usage of 0.32%− 0.64%.
The figures in Table V show the distribution of the lifetime
of RSU roles in the network during 8-hour simulations,
together with the network’s metrics after the transient state,
as we increase the weight wbat of the battery attribute.
When abat is not in play (wbat = 0), we see most RSUs
being disabled at our designated 1-hour threshold. A noticeable
number of RSU roles are also revoked shortly after they
are assigned, which can be attributed to the initial set of
roles being rotated out as newly parked cars in more optimal
locations become available. As wbat is increased, the RSUs
that were hitting the 1-hour threshold begin to be replaced
instead by decisions from decision makers in the city, with
higher weights leading to earlier role revocation, pushing the
Table III
NETWORK STEADY STATE VARYING A COVERAGE ATTRIBUTE
wcov
Signal Distribution
2 3 4 5
City
Cov.
Signal
Str.
RSU
Sat.
Active
RSUs
0.00 83% 4.05
±1.07
1.64
±0.73
55
0.10 92% 4.18
±1.00
1.77
±0.77
60
0.30 96% 4.30
±0.94
1.94
±0.82
65
0.50 97% 4.36
±0.90
2.03
±0.84
68
1.00 98% 4.43
±0.87
2.19
±0.85
72
wsig = 1.0, wsat = 0.2
Table IV
PARAMETER SET COMPARISON IN STEADY STATE
wsat
wcov
Signal Distribution
2 3 4 5
City
Cov.
Signal
Str.
RSU
Sat.
Active
RSUs
0.10
0.00
92% 4.38
±0.93
2.21
±0.95
69
0.20
0.50
97% 4.36
±0.90
2.03
±0.84
68
wsig = 1.0
lifetime of RSUs closer towards τm.
The steady-state analysis of various city metrics in Table V
indicates that a well-designed attribute can rotate RSU roles ef-
ficiently, with a negligible impact to the existing self-organized
RSU network. Mean signal strength, RSU saturation, city
coverage, and number of active RSUs all deviated less than
3% as wbat was increased, relative to the baseline where the
battery attribute was not included. This important result shows
the efficacy of our proposed algorithm in the management of
a parked car’s battery utilization as it takes on RSU tasks.
Finally, we note that a small percentage of RSU roles still
exceed the 1-hour threshold and have to be forcefully revoked,
even at the highest wbat weights we evaluated. We hypothesize
that these are RSUs in critical locations where not enough new
parking events occur for a decision maker to be able to find an
adequate replacement. Increasing the time allotted for an RSU
role to be replaced (τM − τm) may mitigate this behavior.
D. Decision Performance
An essential measure of the quality of a self-organized
network of parked cars is its ratio of signal strength to RSU
saturation. For a certain mean signal quality that is achieved
in a given area, there is an optimal and a sub-optimal number
and placement of RSUs that may lead to it. We study this
ratio in our simulation setup by filling the network with
parked vehicles, and assigning RSU roles to those vehicles
in a random manner. For each random attribution of roles, we
then measure the resulting signal strength and RSU saturation
in the network. The data in Figure 4 show 500.000 random
assignments, on top of which we overlay data of the citywide
metrics that were collected during the simulations presented
in the previous three sections.
Relatively clean upper and lower bounds can be observed
from the sets of random attributions. These bounds are an
important finding: for self-organized networks of cars, they
reveal that the ratio between the number of recruited cars and
the strength of the coverage being provided will be bounded.
Here, the lower bound represents the most optimal placement
of RSUs for each observation of signal strength, while the
opposite is true for the upper bound. This gives us an important
Table V
ROADSIDE UNIT LIFETIME ANALYSIS
wbat
RSU Lifetime
density
City
Cov.
Signal
Str.
RSU
Sat.
Act.
RSUs
0.00 95% 4.24±0.98
2.09
±0.85 68
0.30 96% 4.29±0.97
2.13
±0.84 70
0.50 96% 4.28±0.95
2.12
±0.86 70
1.00 95% 4.27±0.96
2.10
±0.85 69
1.50 95% 4.26±0.97
2.10
±0.84 69
Lifetime histograms span 3600 seconds. wsig = 1.0, wsat = 0.2, wcov = 0.3
8Figure 4. Signal strength and RSU saturation metrics sampled in 1-second
intervals from the simulations in Sections III-A, III-B and III-C.
frame of reference to analyze the performance of any decision
making process. The data show that an increasing effort is
required to push the network to higher signal strengths. For
example, improving mean signal from 2.0 to 4.0 is possible
with, on average, one extra RSU, however the same effort
is required to move the mean signal from 4.0 to 4.5, and
more than double that effort will be needed to go from 4.5 to
4.9. This assumes an optimal assignment of RSU roles, which
might not always be possible.
The overlaid data from the decision mechanisms demon-
strate that these operate very close to the lower signal-to-
saturation bound revealed by the random role assignment
data. The scoring algorithm that included a coverage attribute,
in Section III-B, operates closer to this lower bound than
the initial 2-attribute algorithm, which matches our earlier
observation that this attribute may lead to a more optimal
distribution of RSU roles. The introduction of an RSU life-
time threshold and the inclusion of a battery attribute, in
Section III-C, sees the data samples pushed away from this
ideal lower bound to a small degree, which is an expected
consequence from the forceful revocation of RSU roles from
parked cars that have been active for some time. In all three
cases, regardless, the decision algorithms place the resulting
RSU network in a very optimal region.
These important results show that our decision mechanisms
are operating near the best observed efficiency for a network
comprised of parked cars, achieving various levels of signal
strength at the smallest possible RSU saturation and, conse-
quently, the lowest number of RSUs at their most optimal
arrangement.
E. Sensitivity to Vehicle Density
The simulation studies presented so far saw an average
number of 55 moving vehicles per km2 on the road, which
matches a medium-low density scenario. We now analyze
identical scenarios where we reduce the number of moving
vehicles, to find out how the decision mechanisms respond to
the lower vehicle density. This density affects primarily the
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Figure 5. Evolution of various network metrics throughout 2-hour simulations,
as the density of vehicles per km2 is altered. Scoring algorithm weights set
to wsig = 1, wsat = 0.2, wcov = 0.3, and wbat = 0. Data sampled in
1-second intervals.
time parked cars take to build their coverage maps, and the
frequency of parking events.
The evolution of the number of active RSUs, mean signal
strength, mean RSU saturation, and total city coverage can be
seen in Figure 5. Four densities of vehicles were considered:
55, 35, 25, and 20 vehicles per km2, which range from
medium- through low-density scenarios.
The data in these figures show that only the duration of
the network’s transient state is affected by the decrease in
the number of road vehicles, with all four metrics eventually
converging to a similar steady state. This indicates that the
decision mechanisms are robust and should operate equally
well in the face of varying vehicle densities, as is expected
from real life scenarios. A small 2% decrease can be seen
in the steady state citywide coverage, which could indicate
that the lowest-density scenarios have insufficient new parking
events for the algorithm to completely optimize the network.
F. Sensitivity to Wireless Radio Range
We now provide an analysis of the decision mechanisms’
sensitivity to the radio range of the OBUs used in the vehicles.
Figure 6 shows various network metrics in the network’s
steady state as a multiplier is applied to our propagation mod-
els, scaling the effective range of the vehicles’ DSRC radios.
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Figure 6. Steady state averages of various network metrics of 2-hour
simulations, as a multiplier is applied to the radio range of vehicles and parked
cars. Scoring algorithm weights set to wsig = 1, wsat = 0.3, wcov = 0.5,
and wbat = 0. Confidence intervals stated in the 99% level.
The data indicate that the number of RSU roles assigned by
the self-organizing mechanisms decreases almost linearly with
the corresponding increase in radio range: doubling the radio
range halves the number of RSUs, from≈ 69.1 to≈ 33.6. This
is an interesting result due to the fact that the total area that
a vehicle’s radio can reach should increase quadratically with
the radio range (area = pir2), assuming perfect conditions
for propagation. In an urban environment, however, vehicles’s
signals are constrained by the road layout, in effect being
tunneled by surrounding buildings. We hypothesize this to
be the reason behind the near-linear relation that is observed,
instead of the quadratic one that one might expect.
Besides the number of active RSUs, both signal strength and
RSU saturation remain relatively constant, despite the change
in radio range, indicating that the algorithms are resilient to
this network aspect. In terms of total coverage being provided,
the range increase also grew this metric by 2%, to a near-
complete coverage level.
G. Realistic Parking
We conclude our simulation work with a look at the
self-organizing mechanisms operating under realistic parking
conditions. In order to do so, we integrated the realistic parking
models presented in [11], which include a distribution of
vehicle arrivals (and subsequent parking) throughout the day,
and a comprehensive hour-by-hour stochastic model of the
time these same vehicles remain parked. The data from whole-
day simulations performed with accurate parking models is
presented in Figure 7. Parking events at two densities (4000
and 2000 vehicles parked over 24 hours) are distributed
throughout the day following the models from [11].
In realistic scenarios, decision mechanisms face two new
issues. The first is a possible shortage of newly parked cars,
which constrains the assignment of RSU roles to vehicles that
may not always be at locations optimal for an RSU network.
The second concerns the vehicles’s parking durations: evi-
dently, cars parking for only a short time make for poor RSUs,
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Figure 7. Evolution of various network metrics throughout whole-day
simulations with realistic parking behavior. The first plot shows a simplified
view of how parking events are distributed, with long-term and short-term
parking behaviors split up. The remaining plots compare two densities of
parking events: 4000 and 2000 vehicles parked (over 24 hours). Scoring
algorithm weights set to wsig = 1, wsat = 0.2, wcov = 0.3, and wbat = 0.
and this parking duration is not known beforehand; but a more
pernicious effect occurs when a car parking for a short time
makes the decision to disable a nearby car that is parked for a
longer time. Without knowledge of the time each vehicle will
spend parked, or a means to recruit previously-disabled RSUs,
this side effect is difficult to mitigate.
Despite these issues, the data in Figure 7 show that, under
realistic parking conditions, a self-organized network of parked
cars is able to provide and maintain widespread coverage of the
urban area throughout the day, at adequate levels of coverage
strength, while assigning roles to only a fraction of the vehicles
that park throughout the day.
Practical applications for parked cars may benefit from
attempting to predict the parking duration for each vehicle,
prioritizing those more likely to remain parked in RSU role
assignment. As an example, the models in [11] indicate that
long-term parking occurs primarily in the early morning hours,
so vehicles that park in these hours may be more suitable
candidates for RSU roles.
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IV. INFERRING COVERAGE MAPS FROM RECEIVED
BEACONS
In this section we present an empirical study that replicates
the learning process a newly parked car goes through in order
to determine its own coverage map. A primary concern of any
self-organizing approach that relies on a parked car’s ability
to determine its own coverage map so that informed decisions
can be made, is the reliability of the process that creates the
car’s coverage map. Radio signals can vary greatly in an urban
environment, due to the significant number of obstructions
that cause the signal to fade. Wave reflections and corner
diffraction also contribute to the received signal in an urban
environment.
We performed an experimental study of the process of
creating a coverage map by a parked vehicle. For this study,
we parked a DSRC-enabled vehicle and instructed it to collect
beacons being broadcast from neighboring vehicles. These
beacons contain the GPS coordinates of the transmitting
vehicles, and the parked car can determine the signal strength
(RSSI) of each received beacon. We then drove other vehicles
equipped with OBUs in the neighboring roads of the parked
car. This experiment was located in the city of Aveiro, Por-
tugal, in an urban area with a variety of small residences,
low-rise apartments, and commercial buildings.
From the beacon data that was recorded by the parked
car, the car then grouped measurements by their geographic
cell, and computed the average signal strength and standard
deviation of the measurements belonging to each cell. We then
plotted histograms of signal strength to better understand its
distribution. These can be seen in Figure 8, overlaid on top of
a city map.
These histograms show that vehicle-to-vehicle signal
strength in an urban vehicular network is well-behaved over
short distances. This suggests that a self-organizing approach
can depend on coverage maps that were learned by parked
cars (by observing beacons), and that the signal strength values
estimated for each cell will be representative of the strength
of coverage that can be provided to that cell by the listening
vehicle. On most cells, the spread of the signal strength around
the mean is relatively small, particularly if one considers how
dynamic the environment can be. Our OBUs report RSSI in
a range of 1 to 50, and of the 75 cells from which beacons
were received, 88% of the cells showed a standard deviation
under 5.0.
The nature of a cell-based coverage maps does imply
that a level of abstraction is applied to the city map and,
consequently, there may be situations where a deep fade occurs
within a cell, and the average received power from beacons
fails to reflect the coverage quality on that cell. In these
situations, a bimodal distribution can often be seen.
V. RELATED WORK
Monitoring and collecting data on vehicular traffic, road
congestion, and trip patterns are natural uses for DSRC
technology, where information can be pulled directly from
DSRC-equipped vehicles, obviating the need for more com-
plex approaches. Research in this field has suggested the
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use of vehicles [1], buses [2], and infrastructure-supported
VANETS [3] as viable candidates for gathering such data.
The location and tracking of parking space availability is
another possible use of DSRC technology, and proposals for
detecting and distributing this type of data can be found
in [4], [5]. For public transportation, the work in [6] proposes
the use of DSRC to capture real-time information on the
location of city buses, as well as the traffic conditions that
surround the buses’ routes. Vehicular networks have also been
shown to be effective collectors and disseminators of sensor
data [17], which are crucial for realizing the vision for a
Smart City. In certain conditions, the vehicles themselves
can also become sensors [18], performing street imaging,
temperature and weather monitoring, or license plate recog-
nition. A common theme to this body of work is that either
infrastructure is required to gather and distribute the required
data, or opportunistic, delay-tolerant mechanisms are resorted
to in order to improve the probability of data collection.
The concept of leveraging parked cars as an alternative to
expensive deployments of roadside units was first introduced
in [19], as a way to boost node density in a sparse vehicular
network. Interesting works such as [20] and [21] further
contributed to this idea, suggesting the use of parked cars to
overcome communication issues due to corner obstructions,
and as RSU assistants to content caching and downloading.
Later works, in [9], [10], proposed a broader use for these en-
tities, allowing them to self-organize to form a more expansive
and versatile vehicular support network.
Our work brings new mechanisms for self-organizing
parked cars that improve on existing approaches by being able
to further optimize the resulting support network, acting both
during the initial formation of the network and its steady state,
and incorporating battery usage information to limit the power
drawn from each active car. This work also provides the first
comprehensive evaluation of such networks in scenarios with
realistic models of parking frequency and duration, and an
experimental verification of key concepts.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel approach has been provided to enable parked cars to
self-organize and form widespread vehicular support networks
in the urban area, which can then be used to monitor vehicular
traffic, public transportation, and available parking. Through
newly introduced mechanisms and a multi-criteria decision
process, the vehicular support network that is created can
be continuously optimized through time, designed to target
specific metrics of signal strength, roadside unit saturation,
and area covered, while rotating RSU roles between vehicles
to manage battery utilization. An extensive simulation study,
coupled with an experimental verification of key concepts,
provides the first strong evaluation of a self-organizing ap-
proach for parked cars. It reveals, for the first time, how such
a network forms and evolves, what quality of coverage is
possible and how it is distributed, what balance is achievable
between recruited vehicles and network strength, and validates
the proposed mechanisms against simulations that integrate
realistic models of parking behavior.
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